PROGRESS   OR  RETROGRESSION?
eases are still rampant and infant mortality is distressingly high.
In agriculture the wave of optimism of the early igso's
has ebbed away. The Agricultural School at Rustam has been
curtailed in funds, in purpose and in function. Improved
machinery and agricultural methods foreshadowed during the
British Occupation have not been introduced generally and
are still regarded with disfavour in many quarters. Cotton,
once believed to be the crop in which 'Iraq would rival the
Sudan and India has been rendered unprofitable by boll-
weevil, by hot winds, by the reluctance of the fallahin to
cultivate a strange crop which does not provide a living for
themselves as it grows, and by the drastic fall in world prices.
Wheat and barley remain of low quality, the foreign market
being practically lost. Improvement in packing and marketing
dates, 'Iraq's principal crop, has been apparent but effective
co-operation among the growers is still lacking. Cheering
features, however, have been the negotiations whereby Japan
may take "Iraqi wool and the signature of an agreement between
'Iraq and Palestine, December i4th, 1936, granting 'Iraq a free
zone at Haifa and numerous commercial concessions.1 The
favourable trade balance of £217,000 for 1934-35, recently
announced by the Ministry of Finance, is also encouraging.8
Large-scale industries are, for the present, practically not
existent although a number of projects, such as cement making,
have been under consideration for some time. The Department
of Labour Affairs, necessitated by 'Iraq's entrance into the
League of Nations has had few important matters to come into
its hands, although a law protecting 'Iraqi labour against
foreign competition has been recently passed.0
These brief summaries of tendencies apparent in the political,
economic and social life of clraq seem to indicate, on the basis
of absolute standards, the development of 'Iraq along unsatis-
factory lines. It is only fair, however, in judging a government
1 G.B. and E.t March nth, 1937.	*Al-'Iraq, September 7th, 1936.
8 G.B. and E., December 26th, 1935.
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